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Barriers to choice

LEGISLATION CONTINUES TO CHALLENGE MANITOBANS’ ACCESS
TO REPRODUCTIVE HEALTHCARE
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Nahanni Fontaine (middle), MLA for St. Johns, at a reproductive-justice rally at the Manitoba Legislature. Read more on page 7.
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If the past few years have taught me
anything, it’s that we’re still fighting
many of the battles I thought had been
won long ago.
Growing up in the local punk scene,
older musicians would tell stories of
their violent encounters with racist
skinheads in the 1990s. To me, having
to be on the watch for organized white
supremacists seemed like ancient
history. But immediately following the
2016 election of Donald Trump, who
ran for the United States presidency
on an implicitly fascist platform, hate
crimes surged around the world. This
toxic brand of divisive politics quickly
spilled over into Canada, with people
like Maxime Bernier and Ezra Levant
banging the alt-right drum on this side
of the border.
I also naively thought the days of
rolling back public resources would
never get as bad as they were in the
’90s, when the provincial government
disastrously privatized MTS. Instead,
I watched the province cut healthcare
funding again and again.
In this week’s cover story, features
reporter Charlie Morin looks at
reproductive rights in Manitoba,
another area in which we seem to be
taking some troubling steps backwards
in time. Charlie examines the many
barriers, from lack of abortion-drug
access to the needless empowering
of hostile anti-choice activists, that
Manitoba seems unwilling to tear
down.
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Volunteer writer Kim Uduman explores the benefits of getting a little witchy this Halloween. Read more on page 13.
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‘THERE IS NO WORKLIFE BALANCE’

Labour issues in the local film industry brought
to the fore
CIERRA BETTENS

ARTS AND CULTURE EDITOR

Following a strike-averting agreement, the
labour unrest among International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees (IATSE)
members in the United States seemed to
have toned down. However, concerns were
raised again following the on-set shooting
death of cinematographer Halyna Hutchins
while working on the film Rust.
Hours before a firearm accidentally discharged and killed Hutchins, multiple IATSE crew members walked off set in protest
of unsafe working conditions, including
multiple prior accidental gun discharges.
Many of the issues that sparked the initial
strike vote – including health and safety concerns and a lack of rest periods – have been
cited by local film industry workers The
Uniter spoke to.
Chelliot Osuntade has worked on a number of film sets in Winnipeg as an extra and
a cast member. Having lived through both
experiences has revealed the disparities in
how people on set are treated depending on
where they fall in the hierarchy.
“There clearly is a priority list, and (background actors) are usually super low on that
list,” Osuntade says.
For many film workers, workdays that
extend into double digits are the norm. That
was the experience of another film worker, to
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whom The Uniter has granted anonymity due
to potential employment implications. Having worked on everything from indie shorts
to large-scale productions, they say they’ve
often worked 16- to 19-hour days.
“There is no work-life balance. When
you’re on a movie (set), there is zero opportunity for you to have a life outside of that,”
they say.
According to the film worker, the crux of
why folks on set are forced to work gruelingly long hours is due to a demand for productivity and profit over their livelihoods.
At times, they say this comes at the cost of
workers’ health and safety.
“There’s zero regard for humans as working beings in the local film industry,” they
say. “They’re looking dollars to cents in how
long that camera is running.”
The 2021 IATSE 856 Collective Agreement, which applies to all local production
workers within the union, includes many
stipulations about working hours, meal
times and safety. The website includes an
IATSE safety hotline that crew can call to
report their concerns.
While a contract may help, as someone
who has worked union and non-union production contracts, the film worker alleges
that, even on union sets, “it often seems as
though they’re trying to skirt union rules.”

ILLUSTRATION BY GABRIELLE FUNK

IATSE Local 856 did not respond to The
Uniter’s interview request by time of publication.
To improve conditions on set, Osuntade
says more respect must be given to extras.
“Sometimes, it’s like they forget that
(background actors) and extras are people as
well, and they’re not just pieces that you have
to move around for your job,” he says.
Long hours have long passed as a badge
of endurance in the film industry. For some
workers, any semblance of work-life balance
is a pipe dream.

The question at hand for IATSE workers
who were prepared to strike in the US and
fed-up local industry professionals remains
the same: though conditions are this way,
must they stay this way?
“I think improving conditions stems
from being in solidarity,” the film worker
says. “We’re not going to get any change in
the working conditions without pressure
from below.”

THE BRASS IS HERE
TO STAY

Dirty Catfish Brass Band commemorates
their 10th anniversary
ISABELLA SOARES

ARTS AND CULTURE REPORTER

Record, release, tour, repeat. While that
may be the traditional means of putting
out music and garnering a fulfilling career
in the industry, there is always the option of
rewriting the rules and finding what works
best. Dirty Catfish Brass Band embodies
this exception as they celebrate 10 years.
In 2011, Aaron Chodirker (keys and organ) went on a trip to New Orleans and became instantly captivated by the brass-band
music scene at the Maple Leaf Bar. He later
contacted his friends and made arrangements to create that same magic locally.
“I immediately thought about why we
don’t have one of these in Winnipeg. I
know a lot of horn players and zero people
doing this type of music near me,” Chodirker says.
It wasn’t hard to find a large group to
hop on board. Andrew Littleford (trumpet), Graham Dion (saxophones), Cody
Iwasiuk (drums) and Kyle Wedlake (tenor
saxophone) went to Brandon University
together, while Todd Martin (mellophone,
harmonica and vocals) and Chodirker already knew one another beforehand.
The band has played with other local
acts, such as Royal Canoe and Begonia,
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as well as opened up for other brass bands
from overseas like Galactic.
“It’s been really cool to learn from these
people’s music, work with them and see
that they are just normal working musicians – that they respect you and that they
are just so good,” Martin says.
The collaborative atmosphere isn’t just
related to artists, but also to a particular
Winnipeg venue: Times Change(d) High
and Lonesome Club. The group has been
playing there monthly for the past four to
five years, inspired by the social and pleasure clubs in New Orleans.
Dirty Catfish Brass Band has progressively evolved from playing together in
a studio to now working on separate segments in order to sound polished and professional. Their current project is being
produced by Murray Pulver.
On Nov. 5, the band will celebrate their
anniversary by playing some tunes at the
Park Theatre.
“We are inviting some past members to
join us. The first set will be just our band
proper, then we will invite (former members) Phil Collins, Simon Christie, Jeff
Acosta (currently an honorary member),
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Dirty Catfish Brass Band members Kyle Weldake and Todd Martin celebrate 10 years of performing
New Orleans-style brass music.

Noah Jacobson and Scott Senior on the
second set. We will be feeling all the feels
and are excited to check out the new Park
Theatre,” Martin says.
All in all, Wedlake, Chodirker and Martin agree that the COVID-19 pandemic
made them realize the importance of community. Whether it be playing at a Jets
game or entertaining audiences with a wide

age range, Winnipeg is their place to stay
and make brass music a means of comfort.
“Making the community part of our
music is going to be a constant for us,”
Wedlake says.
For more information about the Dirty
Catfish Brass Band 10th Anniversary
Show, visit eventbrite.ca.
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TO BE OR NOT TO BE?
THAT IS (STILL) THE
QUESTION

Virtual classes explore Shakespeare’s influence
on pop culture
ISABELLA SOARES

ARTS AND CULTURE REPORTER

William Shakespeare might have written
plays during the 16th century, but the pillars of his stories prevail in the modern
world. Two virtual classes, presented by
theatre company Shakespeare in the Ruins (SIR) and McNally Robinson Booksellers, aim to shed light on his enduring
influence.
Films like The Tragedy of Macbeth and
West Side Story (a musical based on Romeo
and Juliet) are arriving in theatres in 2021.
Still, the question lingers over why
Shakespeare’s work continues to connect
with audiences in an ever-changing reality.
“On a cultural level, there are people
who will refute the statement that Shakespeare is timeless, and I think what they
have to say is legitimate,” Christopher
Brauer, an associate professor and the
chair of the University of Winnipeg’s Department of Theatre and Film, says.
“Despite the plays that are historically
specific to his time, Shakespeare somehow succeeded in transcending the cultural norms.”
Even though some aspects of the playwright’s work are considered racist and
lack representation, Shakespeare was able
to exemplify the traditional five-point
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story arc in a way that seemed genuinely
human despite its wordiness.
SIR and McNally Robinson’s two
classes centre around Shakespeare and
his impact on both literature and popular culture. In “Shakespeare’s History
Plays: the Birth of Blockbusters,” actor
and scholar Skye Brandon will dive deep
into the Shakespearean historical dramas
and explain how they played a part in the
emergence of contemporary stories.
“When Rodrigo (Beilfuss, the artistic director of Shakespeare in the Ruins)
reached out to me asking if I would be
interested (in doing) something, it was
in part because I love the historical plays
and (their) influence in my work. The
class will be focused on the eight English
history dramas that don’t include Shakespeare’s last works, such as Henry VIII
and King John,” Brandon says.
Brandon looks forward to shedding light
on historical plays that are just as influential as Shakespeare’s most well-known ones
but usually left unnoticed.
“Just because they are less popular
doesn’t mean that they aren’t good,”
Brandon says.
When reflecting on his connections to
Shakespeare both on and off stage, Bran-
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Two local classes on playwright William Shakespeare help demonstrate his enduring impact on
modern storytelling.

don is quick to note that Shakespeare’s
plays tend to excite him, because they demand a lot from everyone involved.
“They are usually personal stories with
a far-reaching impact, whether it be on
country politics or families at large. It is
not a domestic kitchen-sink drama, even
though I like to do those once in a while,”
he says.

Shakespeare, The King’s Man: Reflections
on the Bard’s Final Plays will be held on
Nov. 3 from 7 to 9 p.m. Shakespeare’s
History Plays: the Birth of Blockbusters
will be held on Nov. 10 from 7 to 9 p.m.
Both classes will be conducted through
Zoom. No prior knowledge of Shakespeare’s historical work is necessary to
take part. Register for a spot in the class
at mcnallyrobinson.com/classes.

A SPIRITED
CONVERSATION

Art Talk’s new moderators offer fresh
perspectives
CIERRA BETTENS

ARTS AND CULTURE EDITOR

It’s a Winnipeg tradition that on the first
Friday of the month, art enthusiasts of
all stripes gather in the historic Exchange
District to pop into warehouse studios,
drink merlot from plastic chalices and converse about local artworks. Though the
COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted First
Fridays in the Exchange, local art-markers
continue to find ways to (virtually) bring the
joy of art to the public.
Returning for the fall season, Art Talk,
a staple of First Fridays in the Exchange,
encourages cross-discipline conversations
about art by welcoming artists from a variety
of backgrounds and mediums.
After arts writer Alison Gillmor moved on
from her role as an Art Talk moderator, the
program sought new perspectives to take on
the position. The newly appointed moderators, Sarah Hodges-Kolisnyk and J.A. Süss,
come from different artistic backgrounds.
Hodges-Kolisnyk has past and present lives
as a photographer, curator and educator,
while Süss’ work is primarily music-based.
Süss comes to the moderating role as a
long-time admirer and frequenter of the
Art Talk series at First Fridays. Their first
encounter, by way of being invited by one
of the guest artists, opened their eyes to
the power of interdisciplinary artistic
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conversation.
“I thought it was really fun to get a chance
years later to facilitate public curiosity about
artists, about art, about language (and)
about art-making,” Süss says.
In the spirit of hosting a diversity of artistic perspectives, the guests at the Nov. 5
talk include musician Jorge Requena Ramos
of Mariachi Ghost, art historian Dr. Serena
Keshavjee and visual artist Paul Robles.
When pondering the theme, Hodges-Kolisnyk says the event’s date, housed between Halloween and the Day of the Dead,
emerged as a “catalyst for thinking about the
ghosts and the dark side of art,” while also
touching on themes of mourning, grief and
connection to spiritual realms. From there,
the theme “Spirit as Art” surfaced.
“This time of year is special and important to a lot of different traditions, so it’s important to observe that and acknowledge
that,” Süss says.
Creating a forum to hold open, interdisciplinary conversations about art is a key
mandate of the Art Talk program. At the
same time, Hodges-Kolisnyk says it’s equally
important that they are free and accessible
to the public.
“I see arts as storytelling and ways that we
can explore together, heal together and grow
together,” Hodges-Kolisnyk says. “I’m really
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Sarah Hodges-Kolisnyk (pictured) and J.A. Süss are the new moderators of First Fridays in the
Exchange’s Art Talk series.

interested in connecting with new audiences
who might not have had art experiences like
this before and finding ways that we can use
arts as storytelling and connect over amazing art and artists here in the city.”
By February 2022, Süss says the moderators are anticipating holding Art Talks in
person, if the state of the pandemic allows.
“We’re looking forward to getting to be in
person and to fulfill the mandate of the First

Fridays: to introduce people to the Exchange
District,” they say.
The upcoming Art Talk will be livestreamed over the First Fridays YouTube
channel on Nov. 5. Visit firstfridayswinnipeg.org/art-talkart-walk.html for updated
times and information.
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PORTRAITS
FROM A FIRE
In theatres Nov. 1, 2021
KEESHA HAREWOOD

FEATURES REPORTER

Shot at Tl’etinqox (Anaham) Reserve in
British Columbia, Trevor Mack’s drama
Portraits From a Fire follows 16-yearold Tyler – a budding filmmaker – as
the truth of his family’s past is revealed
to him while he undertakes his newest
cinematic project.
There’s something about Portraits From
a Fire that’s incredibly heartwarming.
The film begins with brief excerpts of

KEESHAHAREWOOD

home-video footage that feature a smiling young family: a mother, a father
and a newborn baby. But then the scene
changes, transitioning seamlessly into the
present day, where the audience is taken
into the point of view of Tyler’s (William
Lulua) camera.
Tyler is shown to make fantastical sci-fi
motion pictures using scraps he salvaged
or borrowed to make up his elaborate sets.

Moments like these crop up throughout
the story, and they make up some of the
most enjoyable scenes. For that reason,
Lulua’s performance is one of the best
parts of the film.
Specifically, Lulua is able to portray his
character with such earnest conviction
and sincerity that it’s easy to root for him
the entire time. It’s a joy to watch.
Another fantastic aspect of Portraits
From a Fire is the way it navigates mood.
Through seemingly simple changes in
setting, lighting or music, moments of
whimsy instantly change to something
more sombre and melancholic.
Impressively, these changes are never
jarring or out of place. In fact, they establish a great deal of story. In seconds, the
complex nuances of Tyler’s circumstances
are clear.
Despite the supportive community that
rallies behind his projects, the sadness he
feels about the estrangement he has from
his father is easily conveyed. From there, it’s
easy for the audience to intuit the possible
loss and trauma the family has suffered.

The amount of information presented
in those few short, seemingly lighthearted
scenes is truly impressive.
Additionally, as the narrative unfolds
and Tyler begins to learn about his family’s secrets, elements of magical realism
appear to illustrate the fragmented connection between Tyler and his mother.
This is depicted through a staticky camera special effect that cloaks the mother as
she appears from time to time, watching
over her family as a ghost.
The choice to use this particular effect is
compelling, as it links Tyler’s filmmaking
to spirituality, signifying the importance
of his craft in how it provides him an avenue to reach his lost loved ones. It’s beautiful in how much meaning it holds.
Everything considered, Portraits From a
Fire is a must-watch. It’s easy to pick up on
how much heart and consideration went
into every second of the film. Its themes
are universal and far-reaching. Even with
its solemn instances, there’s a great deal of
happiness to be felt throughout the story.
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Winnipeg
Comiccon is here!
Calling all cosplayers and comic
fans! The Winnipeg Comiccon
takes place at the RBC Convention Centre (375 York Ave.)
from Oct. 29 to 30. Get your
tickets and photo-op passes
by visiting comicconwinnipeg.
com/tickets.
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Played the Fool
releasing new
single
Swan River-based musician
Glenn Audy, known by the
musical alias Played the Fool,
will release “Playboy,” the lead
single from a forthcoming first
album titled Ride Inside Your
Head on Oct. 29. The album
will consist of a mix of alternative, indie, reggae and trap music. Look for it on major streaming platforms.
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Get spooked at
Six Pines
You have until Oct. 31 to experience ghoulish fun at Six Pines
Haunted Attractions (located
north of the Perimeter Highway on Sturgeon Road). The
Daytime Ghoul Haunt runs on
Saturdays from 1 to 5 p.m. and
Sundays from 2 to 6 p.m. For
a spookier time, visit Fear By
Night (ages 15+), which starts at
7 p.m. from Oct. 28 to 31. Tickets are available at the booth or
online at sixpineshaunted.com.

Postmodern Jukebox at the Burton
Cummings
Theatre
Go back in time with Scott
Bradlee’s pop-jazz ensemble
Postmodern Jukebox, playing
at the Burton Cummings Theatre (364 Smith St.) on Nov. 1
at 7 p.m. The group is promising “the most sensational
’20s party this side of The
Great Gatsby.” Event and ticket
details are available at
burtoncummingstheatre.ca.

Manitoba Music
x Coup de coeur
francophone
In the spirit of bringing francophone music from Western
Canada to Montreal, Manitoba
Music announced Rame à la
rencontre, a partnership with
Coup de coeur francophone,
a festival running in Montreal
and parts of Canada from Nov.
4 to 14. The partnership features Manitoba-based artists
Andrina Turenne and Sala, as
well as Lorig Morin from British
Columbia.

Kímmapiiyipitssini:
The Meaning of
Empathy opening
in Canadian
theatres
Elle-Máijá Tailfeathers’ award-winning documentary Kímmapiiyipitssini: The Meaning of Empathy
will hit Canadian theatres beginning Nov. 5. The Winnipeg Film
Group’s Cinematheque (100
Arthur St.) will screen the film on
Nov. 19. Visit winnipegfilmgroup.
com/cinematheque for updated
ticket information and times.
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Barriers to choice
Legislation continues to challenge Manitobans’ access to reproductive healthcare
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Nahanni Fontaine (middle), MLA for St. Johns, at a reproductive-justice rally at the Manitoba Legislature

On Oct. 2, 2021, a crowd gathered outside the Manitoba
Legislative Building in solidarity with Texans impacted by
a recent United States Supreme Court decision banning
abortions after six weeks. This group, led by the Women’s March Winnipeg chapter, reminded Manitobans that
reproductive justice in the province has a long way to go.
“I think the momentum (to fight back) was always
there,” Blandine Tona, program director at the Women’s
Health Clinic, says.
Tona says the Texas law, which came into effect on Sept. 1,
ultimately has nothing to do with making sure people don’t
have abortions.
“It’s making sure that people don’t have safe abortions,
because people will have abortions,” she says.
Abortion laws in Canada have been inconsistent, first
allowed under limited circumstances in 1969. Perhaps most

famous is the 1988 R. v. Morgentaler case in which the Supreme
Court of Canada ruled anti-abortion legislation as unconstitutional. This effectively removed any law restricting abortions,
treating abortion like any other medical procedure. Attempts to
pass anti-choice legislation have continued since then.
Mifegymiso, a drug that induces chemical abortion, was
approved by Health Canada in 2015 and became available
to the public in 2017. The Manitoba provincial government
announced universal coverage of the drug in 2019.
The introduction of Mifegymiso would make abortion
access easier for people living in remote communities – theoretically.

Accessing reproductive healthcare
The Women’s Health Clinic (WHC) is one of four centres

in Manitoba that offers abortion. The centre opened in 1981
when abortion was still a crime in Canada and provides
access to reproductive healthcare for people with uteruses.
Tona says the WHC offers a variety of services and
options when it comes to abortion specifically.
“You can decide what you want to do with your pregnancy,” Tona says. “We see you. We want to know how we
can meet your needs and how we can help you.”
Tona says people in remote communities often have to
set aside two to three days for a visit to the WHC for their
abortion, due to travel time. This is expensive and unnecessary, when many pregnancies could more easily be terminated within a person’s community, but the training is not
mandatory for all midwives and doctors practicing within
the province.

Feature continues on next page.
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The Feminist as Fuck marching band found a creative solution to countering anti-choice protesters: drown them out with music!

“Our reproductive health infrastructure still
has a long way to go,” NDP MLA Nahanni
Fontaine says. Fontaine organized the Oct.
2 rally alongside the Women’s March Winnipeg chapter.
Mifegymiso, which can be used up to
nine weeks into a pregnancy, is less invasive,
easier to access and more discreet to take. It
also helps avoid unnecessary travel.
“Pills can be shipped anywhere,” Fontaine says.
Tona says the WHC mails pills to remote
communities. Ideally, dispensing would
happen within a community, but the related
training is not enforced.
“Well, what if you’re a doctor and you
don’t believe in abortion? Well then, you
don’t sign up for that training ... those northern communities, because of that, don’t have
access to Mifegymiso,” Fontaine says.
Fontaine says a potential solution would
be to broaden the scope of who can dispense
the drug to nurses and midwives and suggests partnering with pharmacies to have a
wider distribution.
“We still have a long way to go, and what
I find tragic is that Mifegymiso is a gamechanger in respect of having control over
one’s reproductive health, but yet there’s still
barriers in doing so,” Fontaine says.
Another barrier to accessing reproductive
healthcare is the cost.
“Many places today don’t fund free birth
control,” Tona says. “So, it’s just the privilege that people who can afford it or (whose
insurance covers it) can have access to birth
control.”
There is a lack of education, Tona says,
both for the individuals and professionals
involved. Many people don’t know their
options when it comes to abortions and
other reproductive services.
“People who want to have an abortion,
like any other health services, need to be
able to have access to that. And they need
to have access to something that is affordable or free like any other health service,

something that is dignified – because health
should be dignified,” Tona says.
Part of the issue is that the provincial government does not take reproductive healthcare seriously, Tona says. A succession of
health ministers have repeatedly delegated
abortions to the status of women ministry.

“Many places today
don’t fund free birth
control ... it’s just the
privilege that people
who can afford it or
(whose insurance
covers it) can have
access to birth
control.”

“You have a minister of health who has
refused to say abortion is healthcare; who
has refused to take women’s health as part
of healthcare; who has refused to identify
reproductive health of people with uteruses
as part of health,” Tona says.
The message Manitobans are getting from
the government is that “this part of your
body is not important. It’s not healthcare.
It’s not human rights,” Tona says.

The Abortion Protest Buffer
Zone Act
Adding to the physical and financial barriers in accessing reproductive healthcare in
Manitoba is the more personal issue of antichoice protestors who picket outside centres

with abortion access, such as the HSC Winnipeg Women’s Hospital and the WHC.
“Anti-choice protestors stand in the way
of Manitobans being able to access, in a safe
and responsible manner, healthcare,” Fontaine says, adding that not everyone who
goes into one of these centres is there for an
abortion.
Fontaine introduced Bill 207, the Abortion
Protest Buffer Zone Act, in response to the
anti-choice protests. Bill 207 was the third iteration of this bill, the first having been introduced in 2016 and the second in 2020.
The original 2016 version of the bill
included only abortion centres but has since
been expanded to cover schools as well, due
to an experience Fontaine’s son had with antichoice protestors picketing outside his school.
Bill 207 was voted down in the House
at the second reading on Oct. 14, 2021. The
Progressive Conservative caucus cited the
infringement on people’s freedom of speech
as an issue with the bill.
“Having the right to freedom of speech
does not mean a person has a right to say
whatever they want, whenever they want,
without consequence,” Lisa Naylor said in
the House during the same sitting.
“While protest activity is a sign of demo
cratic health, the right to protest is not
boundless ... These are reasonable limits to
the right of free speech. And they help other
important rights, such as the right to access
healthcare.”
The “free speech” rationale is also a dubious, flimsy justification, given that bufferzone laws are already on the books in British
Columbia, Newfoundland and Labrador,
Quebec, Ontario, Alberta and Nova Scotia.
An interview request by The Uniter with
the minister of health and seniors care was
not returned.
“When you look at bills or legislation
across the country and in different areas,
like ... Australia and Europe, you know,
those pieces of legislation at their heart are
meant to protect citizens accessing health-

care. It doesn’t matter what healthcare you’re
accessing,” Fontaine says.
“Those legislations are put in place to
make sure that their citizens aren’t being
harassed or intimidated or bullied or persuaded to access healthcare.”
After listening to a constituent talk about
her experience and the difficulty she had
recovering at the HSC Winnipeg Women’s
Hospital due to the noise made by the protestors outside, Fontaine says that when she
will resurrect the bill – either in November
or the spring sitting – she will add a noise
provision to the buffer zones.
“I don’t care if you agree with abortion
or not. That’s neither here nor there for me.
What I care about is Manitobans being able
to access healthcare safely without being
harassed or molested with, you know, gross
imagery – gross erroneous imagery. That’s
what I care about,” Fontaine says.

No room for debate
The Feminist as Fuck marching band (FAF)
is a creative response to a lack of legislation
around protests. The group, which also plays
in support of other feminist and community
causes, started in 2018 as a counter-protest
to the anti-choice 40 Days for Life rally.
“We decided to bring our instruments
to contribute to the noise. After that, a few
friends loved the idea of making it a regular
thing, and our band started growing,” Jacquie Nicholson, who started the marching
band with her sister Kelsey, says.
Jacquie says anti-choice protestors “create
this illusion that the abortion debate is still
a debate.”
“Their movement, such as it is, really
benefits from this idea that we can just keep
debating the reproductive autonomy rights
of women and gender-diverse people forever,” she says. “Abortion is a settled issue.
It’s a medical procedure.”
The goal of the strategy employed by FAF
is to prevent discussions.

Feature continues on next page.
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The anti-choice movement “really benefits from this idea that we can just keep debating the reproductive autonomy rights of women and gender-diverse people forever ... Abortion is a settled issue. It’s a
medical procedure.” - Jacquie Nicholson, Feminist as Fuck marching band member

“We’re just kind of there to shut that
down. It’s like, no, there’s actually like a
really out-of-key marching band playing
right now so, like, no dialogue can happen.
It’s too loud,” Jacquie says.
The group chants enthusiastic slogans
to get the crowd involved, such as “bodily
autonomy, for you and you and me,” plus
well-known songs such as “Louie Louie,”
“Stand by Me” and “Seven Nation Army.”
Jacquie adds that it can be demoralizing to
attend a counter-protest, especially for people who have personal history with the topic.
“It can feel really dispiriting and demoralizing, and even triggering or traumatizing
for people. So we’re happy to be there with
like *makes tuba noises* to try and bring
some levity and help people feel empowered
when they’re counter-protesting as well,”
Jacquie says.
Kelsey says their presence at the 40 Days for
Life counter-protest was “relatively successful.”

“We didn’t get to chase them off, unfortunately, but I think we did help to prevent them
from actually talking to anyone,” she says.
The FAF marching band has also made
music videos “in support of the Manitoba
Nurses Union and RED for Ed Manitoba, a
group of teachers organizing against Bill 64.”
“With the support of so many people
around the province, we got that bill thrown
out ... maybe our little march had something to do with that,” Kelsey, who is also
a teacher, says.
This year, FAF has decided “not to aurally
accost the anti-choicers at the 40 Days for
Life vigil.”
“It feels unsafe to do so with the fourth
wave of COVID upon us, and we don’t want
to inadvertently contribute to the stress that
healthcare workers are facing by noisily protesting outside a hospital,” Jacquie says in an
email statement.
Instead, the group is running a fundraiser

in support of Action Canada for Sexual
Health and Rights, providing funds to “people
who need to access abortion care but are facing
financial barriers, such as high travel costs.”
Cheekily on-brand for the marching
band, the goal of the fundraiser is to match
the amount of anti-choice protestors who
attended the Life Chain rally on Oct. 2 with
a $25 donation each, totalling a $1,150 goal.

‘A long way to go’
Manitoba’s “reproductive health infrastructure still has a long way to go,” Fontaine
says. “I really do try to encourage Manitobans to reach out to their MLAs to impart
on them the need for government – for the
PCs – to support legislation that makes
accessing healthcare safe.”
Tona suggests several ways the provincial
government can improve access to reproductive healthcare.

“First, making sure that those services
are available everywhere. Secondly, funding
birth control, access to birth control and
also for birth-control counselling and pregnancy counselling,” Tona says.
Tona also calls for a revision of the sex-education curriculum.
“We need to start (with) safer sex education in school ... if we invest today into our
young people, we give them opportunities
to have safer choices, and, if not, if they
made choices, to know that they do have
access to services that are safer and dignified
to them,” Tona says.
She says individuals can help by advocating
on behalf of and donating to the WHC.
“What we need today is having people standing together and just sending the same and
consistent message to the government, which is
healthcare is a human right,” Tona says.
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The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated a mass exodus of many employees who are looking to change careers.

HELP WANTED

Causes of labour shortage go beyond
COVID-19
CALLUM GOULET-KILGOUR

CITY REPORTER

Shortly after the beginning of the COVID19 pandemic, policies like the Canada
Emergency Response Benefit (CERB) were
implemented to address the high levels of
unemployment and encourage workers to
stay home. Since then, the discourse on
economic policy in Canada has continuously
shifted. In recent months, during which
most Canadians have been vaccinated,
issues like inflation and labour shortages
have become more prominent.
In fact, the huge amount of “We’re
Hiring” signs posted across Winnipeg
are part of a broader trend. According to
Deloitte Canada, “30.3 per cent of Canadian
businesses are reporting labour shortages.”
Janice Compton, associate professor in
the University of Manitoba’s Department of
Economics, says that “what drives a labour
shortage is a period of transition.”
“What we’re seeing now is not a result of
the pandemic, but the pandemic sped things
up,” she says.
Compton cites demographic shifts
and people moving between employment
sectors as the two main causes of the
current labour shortage.
“This transition started before the
pandemic, and the big issue here is the ageing
population,” she says, adding that this will
lead to lower employment levels in Canada.
According to the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development

CGOULETKILGOUR

(OECD), the employment rate for
Canadians in the ages 55 to 64 cohort is
already lower than the G7 average.
“A lot of the loss of labour supply that
we’re seeing is coming from older workers,”
Compton says.
“We knew they were going to be retiring,
and we don’t have enough people to fill their
spots, because the older demographic is
larger, but now they’re exiting earlier than we
had thought,” she says. Many commentators
have called this the “Great Resignation.”
Workers shifting between industries
also played an important role in the labour
shortage. In fact, Compton says many
people who lost employment positions or
hours during the pandemic saw this as an
opportunity to move to another sector.
For example, workers in the restaurant
industry may have taken this opportunity
to look for other employment, given the
devastating impact the pandemic has had
on frontline hospitality workers.
“Once things start to open up in those
areas that were shut down, now they’re
finding that their employees have moved on
to different areas,” Compton says.
Labour unions, which have a mandate
to represent workers, have less to do with
the issue of labour shortages than firm
management does. However, as Jeff Traeger,
the president of UFCW Local 832, writes in a
statement to The Uniter, there are advantages

to being in a unionized workplace in this
economic context.
“We remind employers that we still have
the right to enforce our collective agreements
and ensure that employers treat workers
fairly,” he says. In fact, research has shown
that unionization leads to higher bargaining
power for workers.
Additionally, Traeger says the COVID19 shutdowns and restrictions, which
interrupted normal business activity, gave
workers time to reflect on their lives and
their workplaces.
“Many workers decided they didn’t want
to go back to places where they didn’t feel
respected or were not well-paid,” he says,
adding that “these are two key ongoing
struggles that unions work the hardest to fix
in every workplace.”
“For those (union) members that
decided they wanted to do something
else, we would try and connect them with
alternate employment opportunities in more
stable industries or provide them with any
resources and training opportunities that we
could,” Traeger says.
“A union’s priority is to focus on how
workers are affected, and this pandemic only
highlighted the importance of that role.”
Shifting between industries is a normal
feature of labour markets, but Compton
emphasizes that labour supply moves more
slowly than demand.
“Demand can increase with the snap of
a finger, but it takes a lot longer for supply
chains to adjust,” she says, “and that’s true
with labour, as well.”
“Because we’re still in an uncertain phase,
starting a new job, investing all that time
and energy into learning a new job that you
don’t know if it’s going to be there in a few
months is hard,” Compton says.
This mismatch can partially explain why
the unemployment rate remains relatively
high during this period of labour shortage.

Wendy May, owner of The Oakwood, a
restaurant located in Winnipeg’s Riverview
neighbourhood, says her experience with the
labour-shortage crisis has been a mixed bag.
“We’ve been really lucky that we haven’t
had to hire anybody (to replace existing
staff), but on the flip side, getting everyone
up to the hours that they need has been
a challenge,” she says. “Going forward,
retaining everybody that works for us may
prove to be tricky.”
While labour markets are difficult to
predict, the Bank of Canada’s Business
Outlook Survey shows many firms
anticipate these challenges will persist in the
coming months.
“I’d hate to lose anybody, but I completely
understand if they’re not getting the hours
that they need to earn what they need,” May
says.
The labour shortage situation “could,
in the next few months, prove to be really
tricky,” she adds.
One possible consequence of this is
that Canada will not see the “V-shaped”
COVID-19 recovery many have hoped for.
“The pace of the recovery may be slower
than we had anticipated at the beginning of
the pandemic,” Compton says.
However, she says there might be some
benefit for workers, since firms may start to
offer higher compensation packages in order
to get labour. In fact, the aforementioned
Bank of Canada report noted that a growing
number of firms “plan to increase wages
to address challenges in attracting and
retaining labour.”
“Firms are going to need to think more
long-term about the stability of their
unemployment, not just about raising hourly
wages, but about perks that come over time,
increasing the wage path and increasing
promotion opportunities,” Compton says.

CITY BRIEFS
ALEX NEUFELDT

CITY EDITOR

Parking for Peg
City

Campus vaccine
verification update

KIN-ect with kinesiology research

On Oct. 28, Peg City Car
Co-op, CentreVenture and
the University of Winnipeg
Community Renewal Corporation 2.0 announced that
they will partner to include
storage and use of Peg City
Car Co-op vehicles in the
Market Lands development
project, which will help the
mixed-use
development
reach its parking-ratio requirement while encouraging car sharing.

The University of Winnipeg Vaccination Verification
Centre is closed for the remainder of the fall term and
will reopen at the beginning
of the winter term. Anyone
trying to enter the university campus will need a green
access sticker on their University of Winnipeg ID card.
Those who are visiting the
campus for research purposes must complete and submit
an access request form.

Nov. 1 to 5 is KIN-ect Research
Week 2021, a week-long series
of public kinesiology lectures
hosted by the Gupta Faculty of Kinesiology and Applied
Health. Dr. Andrew Friesen
from Pennsylvania State University and Dr. Guylaine Demers from Laval University will
present keynote lectures on
Nov. 1 and 3. All of the lectures
will be hosted on Zoom, and
a full schedule is available at
uwinnipeg.ca/dept-kinesiology/
kinect-research-week.html.

Axworthy lecture
with Dr. Jason
Hickel
The latest event in the Axworthy lecture series, featuring author and economic anthropologist Dr. Jason Hickel,
will take place via Zoom on
Nov. 3. The lecture, which
will be free and open to the
public, is titled “Imperialism,
Ecological Breakdown and
the Degrowth Imperative.”
Those interested in attending
should register on the University of Winnipeg website.

Rent-a-cops coming to universities
and hospitals
On Oct. 26, Justice Minister
Cameron Friesen announced
amendments to the Police
Services Act that enable
designated healthcare facilities and post-secondary
institutions to hire institutional-safety officers trained
by the RCMP, Winnipeg
or Brandon Police Service,
Manitoba Justice or Assiniboine Community College.
These officers will be au-

thorized to carry handcuffs,
defensive batons and aerosol
weapons and be permitted
to enforce the Liquor, Gaming and Cannabis Control
Act, Smoking and Vapour
Products Control Act, and be
permitted to take intoxicated
persons into custody under
the Intoxicated Persons Detention Act and apprehend
trespassers under the Petty
Trespasses Act.

CAMPUS
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Kirt Hayer, president of the UWSA, says engagement with student politics is important for a vibrant and functional university.

UWSA 2021
BYELECTION

Apathy doesn’t make change. Voting does
REESE ESTWICK

CAMPUS REPORTER

The University of Winnipeg Students’
Association (UWSA) 2021 byelection
season is in full swing, and many student
candidates hope to gain their peers’ votes.
However, there has been a lack of
enthusiastic campaigning, as most
positions are uncontested. Biographies
and statements from all candidates are
posted on the UWSA website, but students
have otherwise not heard too much from
those hoping to join the UWSA.
Students will elect candidates to four
positions in this byelection: graduate
students’ director, racialized students’
director, emerging leader director (oneyear term) and emerging leader director
(two-year term).
These
positions
have
varying
responsibilities, all of which are important
in ensuring student representation and
support through the UWSA.
The “duties of (the) emerging leader
directors involve supporting board
transitions, outreach and engagement.
The graduate students’ director and
racialized students’ director are more
specific directorships which involve
supporting their respective identity
groups on the board and making sure
they are represented in the decisionmaking process,” Kirt Hayer, the UWSA
president, says.
Student elections provide an opportunity
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for all students to hold their union
representatives accountable and ensure the
issues that matter to them are heard and
prioritized by those in power.
“By voting and participating in the
UWSA elections process, students have
an opportunity to create change on
campus,” Hayer says. “The elections are
an opportunity for students to create a
student union which is useful to them
and representative of them. Engaging
with candidates is important so that the
students can make an informed decision
before they vote.”
Many University of Winnipeg (U of
W) students appear to be apathetic when
it comes to student elections. Only 8.6 per
cent of eligible voters cast a ballot in the
UWSA 2021 general election, and 8.8 per
cent of eligible voters participated in the
UWSA 2020 byelection.
“Students often do not realize how
much power and influence the UWSA
has,” Hayer says.
Although more than 90 per cent of
eligible students did not vote in the most
recent elections, voter turnout was much
lower in the UWSA 2018 general election,
when only 6.8 per cent of eligible voters
cast a ballot.
The increase in voter turnout could
be attributed to a variety of factors, such
as increased accessible voting options, a

heightened student interest in the usage of
student fees for services and supports in response
to the COVID-19 outbreak and/or a greater
interest in holding the UWSA accountable
after the 2020 call for organizational reform
after reports of harassment and discrimination,
which led many executives to step down from
their positions.
“This situation exposed significant
weaknesses in UWSA’s governance
structure, including one-year terms;
the lack of accountability mechanisms,
clear conduct guidelines for UWSA
leaders; and the lack of clear processes
to address complaints and concerns,” the
UWSA Reforms Final Report (which was
published on March 8, 2021), states.
The UWSA holds significant power
over the student experience, so it is
important that the association is held
accountable for their actions.
“We have a multimillion-dollar budget,
direct contact with administration and
faculty and have a lot of say with what
goes on in the university,” Hayer says.
Every year, students pay union fees for
UWSA services and support. In 2020, the
UWSA collected $4,066,033 in revenue,
$1,267,653 of which came from student
fees. This means 31.18 per cent of the
UWSA’s income depends on students.
“Students should be concerned with
where their money is going and if it is
serving them,” Hayer says.
“I was astonished to see people’s lack of
participation in the UWSA’s events. A lot
of important positions go uncontested,”
Karanpartap Singh, a second-year
political science student and emerging
leader director (one-year term) candidate,
says in an email to The Uniter.
“I think student politics is imperative,
because not only does it improve students’
confidence, but it also gives them the
chance to do something meaningful at
such a young age.”
“If ... selected, I will advocate to

increase communication with students
and (the) board,” Singh says. “Many
international students are unaware of
(UWSA) events, and (as an) international
student, (I) would like to work on making
them more aware (of these events).”
The COVID-19 pandemic created a
sense of separation between students,
faculty and the university campus. As all
return to in-person classes, the UWSA
will play a major role in bridging gaps and
creating connections.
“We have been away from campus for a
very long time, and lots of students have
never met their peers,” Deep Thind, a
fifth-year biology major and emerging
leader director (two-year term) candidate,
says. “To accomplish this, I would have
safe social events, or even online events,
that students could meet their peers at
and get to know faculty at, as well.”
Within the student body, different
groups (like undergraduate, graduate and
future students) are often disconnected.
In order for students to stand as a unified
group, they must work together.
Graduate students’ director candidate
Muhammad Moshiur Rahman hopes to
“create a platform for (a) unified campus
for all the students” and “build (a) bridge
between graduate and undergraduate
students.”
As the UWSA welcomes new members
in the coming week and more voices are
represented at the decision-making table,
students are encouraged to connect with
their representatives.
“Having more representatives and
greater diversity of perspectives helps the
board make better and more representative
decisions,” Hayer says.
The Uniter reached out to all candidates
in the 2021 UWSA byelection. Those
who responded are mentioned in the article. For the full list of candidates, visit
theuwsa.ca/elections.

‘THE CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SYSTEM IS
A SOCIAL-JUSTICE
ISSUE’

Ryan Coulling, sessional instructor, criminal
justice department, U of W
KEESHA HAREWOOD

FEATURES REPORTER

In terms of his research, Ryan Coulling –
sessional instructor for the University of
Winnipeg’s criminal justice department
– takes an intersectional approach when
exploring criminology.
“The criminal justice system is a social
justice issue,” Coulling says.
With the large tapestry that is
social-justice, Coulling zooms in on specific aspects like criminal justice and analyzes particular details that relate to other
systemic issues.
As a result, when he encounters students who aspire to be police officers,
lawyers, corrections officers and similar
positions in law enforcement, he tries to
introduce critical thinking to encourage
his students to broaden their reasoning.
Even with the introductory courses
Coulling teaches, he ensures the fundamentals are covered while leaving room
for exploration of thought.
“I also try to go beyond just the course
and help students with things that will
help them beyond the course, even if
they’re not criminal-justice majors.”
Specifically, Coulling includes oppor-
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tunities for students to practice writing
and research. Further, he allows them to
choose their own topics for research with
only a few parameters.
“The papers were great,” he says. “Even
people who may not traditionally be critical ... you could see, just based on first
discussion forms or whatever, a shift.”
Coulling believes applying a critical
perspective has tremendous value in the
community, and he’s happy to have the
opportunity to assist his students in cultivating their critical-thinking skills.
—
What is something you’ve learned
from your students?
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“I think that I’ve learned to have more
faith in humanity.”
What do you like to do in your spare
time?

what would it be?

“Spend time with family, watch some
hockey and some baseball.”

“The ability to act and live with
empathy.”

If you could have any superpower,

If nothing else, what is one thing you

Apply for February Graduation

•

Finishing your last courses in December? Interested
in graduating in February? The final date to apply to
graduate in February (in absentia) is Nov. 1.

All sessions are from 12:30 to 1:00 pm on Zoom.
For more information and to register online, please
go to: uwinnipeg.ca/student-services/webinar-wednesdays.html.

To apply for graduation, go to the “Student Planning/Registration” link on WebAdvisor. Click on the
“Graduation” tab and complete the form.

Volunteer Fair
Join us for a virtual Volunteer Fair on Wed., Nov. 3
from 11 a.m. t o 1 p.m.
Volunteering is a great way to gain skills, build your
network, and explore different fields.
Students must pre-register to attend: uwinnipeg.ca/
career-services/volunteer-fair.html Space is limited.
The fair is organized by Volunteer Manitoba.

Seven Dimensions of Wellness (Nov. 24)

Student Success Workshop
Student Success is hosting a Student Success
Workshop via Zoom on Tues, Nov. 9 from 12 to
12:50 p.m. Topics covered include:
•

creating a study plan

•

study skills

•

overcoming challenges

•

academic status questions

•

appeals

Webinar Wednesdays:
Tips for Success!

Registration in advance is recommended and will
open soon here: uwinnipeg.ca/academic-advising/
study-skills-workshops.html.

Student Services staff share some valuable strategies and tips to help you succeed at UWinnipeg.
They cover a wide variety of topics, including:

Dropping Courses
The last day to drop a U2021F class is Nov. 16.
No refund is applicable.

•

To Drop or Not to Drop? That is the Question.
(Nov. 3)

•

So What Can I Do with My Degree? (Nov. 10)

Thrive Week

Applying Your Learning: Gaining Skills & Experience for Career Success (Nov. 17)

The annual Thrive Week will be held Nov. 22 – 26.
Watch the student wellness website for info on
events and activities, both virtual and in-person.

•

hope your students will take away
from your classes?
“The ability to know that they can actually make a small change and the ability
to do so.”

In-Person Service Resumes for Some
Departments in Student Services
Some departments in Student Services are now
open for in-person meetings. All offices are
continuing to offer some remote meeting options.
Please see this webpage for details about each
department: uwinnipeg.ca/student-services.
Use the myVisit App
Need some help from someone in Student Central
and/or Academic & Career Services? Download the
myVisit app today. The myVisit app enables students to add themselves to a virtual line for drop-in
Zoom sessions at Student Central. The app can also
be used to book appointments for a Zoom or in-person meeting with an academic or career advisor.
Appointments with advisors can also be booked
through the website: myvisit.com.
Need a Spot to Store your Stuff? Rent a Locker!
Locker rentals have resumed on campus, with
options now available in Manitoba, Centennial
and Riddell Halls, as well as in Richardson College
and the Asper Centre. Find more information on
location and cost, along with an online form, here:
uwinnipeg.ca/accepted-students/getting-ready/
locker-rental.html.

COMMENTS
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TIME FOR SOME
SPOOKY REFLECTION
Witchcraft isn’t just about cauldrons, spells and
magic potions
KIM UDUMAN

VOLUNTEER

SHINGEKI_NO_KIM

With Halloween around the corner, people
are getting into a spooky mood. Many will
celebrate by wearing costumes, eating candy
or going out for drinks. Others, however,
have more mindful nights planned.
Many people who practice witchcraft
will mark Witches’ New Year, also known
as Samhain, on Oct. 31.
Samhain (pronounced sah-win) is an
ancient Gaelic holiday that marks the end
of the harvest season and the beginning of
winter. It’s also a time to reflect over the
past year and reminisce over loved ones
who have passed on. Celebrations start on

Oct. 31 and last until the sun sets on Nov.
1.
When the COVID-19 pandemic began,
I felt like I was slowly losing control of everything.
I wasn’t able to see my friends for months,
my university classes were cancelled, then
put online, and work had started to make
me feel burnt out.
It was during this time that I discovered
witchcraft.
Witchcraft isn’t all about casting curses
and flying on brooms. It’s a practice that
follows Wiccan religious beliefs of respect-

ing nature, as well as following and worshipping many gods and goddesses.
Practicing witchcraft can actually
help people become more grounded and
mindful.
There are many different kinds of practices of witchcraft, such as green witchcraft
that focuses on the magickal properties of
plants, or kitchen witchcraft, which involves casting spells through making food.
Crystals, making manifestation jars
and tarot-card readings are other common practices.
During my research and practicing,
most spells I’ve used instruct the caster to
focus their intentions onto the spell they’re
casting. Practicing witchcraft has made me
more aware of what I put my energy into.
And people don’t have to do super
“witchy” activities to start practicing being
more mindful.
Samhain has a ton of activities that can
help someone be more mindful this spooky
season and ease into witchcraft!
Here are just a few examples:
1. Take a meditative nature walk. During
the walk, take in the smells, the feeling of
the wind and the different colours found

in nature.
2. Reflect on the past year. Remember the
ups and the downs, what worked well and
what didn’t this year. Look over old photographs and re-read old journals. Notice the
growth that has occurred over the past year.
3. Make a meaningful feast with friends
or family. Spending time with loved ones
is important during a period of reflection,
especially because everyone can remember
good memories of loved ones who have
passed on.
Becoming a witch has helped me be
more aware of what is happening around
me and what I put my energy into. It feels
like I’m back in control of my life.
So on Oct. 31, whether it’s celebrating
Halloween or Samhain, have fun, stay safe
and remember there might be some magick
in the air!
Kim Uduman is finishing up her bachelor’s
degree in rhetoric, writing and communications at the University of Winnipeg.
In her downtime, she loves caring for her
plants, cuddling her orange tabby cat and
attempting latte art.

STEPPING INTO THE
FORGOTTEN WORLD
OF LIVE EVENTS
I’m excited to see live performances again,
but also anxious
REBECCA DRIEDGER

VOLUNTEER

My entire life has always revolved around the
arts. As a singer, I love seeing concerts, orchestral performances and open-mic nights. As
an actor, I love watching plays, musicals and
improv. As a visual artist, I enjoy attending
gallery openings, art shows and just generally
being around talent and art.
COVID-19 took that all away from me.
The last significant performance I saw was
in Edmonton, in March 2019. My parents
bought me tickets to the Broadway tour of
Dear Evan Hansen, one of my top-five favourite musicals.
Since then, the only shows I have
watched have been recorded performances
online. My favourite musicians cancelled
their tours. My local musician friends have
been out of work. I feel horrible about not
being able to support them by going to
their shows or seeing them live.
Even though music, theatre and art are my
life, I haven’t been running to every live event

REBECCADRIEDGER

since things have started opening up. I am
excited, but a part of me is also very anxious.
I sing in the NUOVOCE Chamber choir,
a new ensemble that only had one live concert before the pandemic changed everyone’s
plans. During the pandemic, we rehearsed
over Zoom and recorded a few digital concerts. So far this season, we have had a couple
in-person rehearsals.
Although it has been great to see friends
and sing together again, I had several panic
attacks during that first rehearsal. It was the
first time I was in a room with so many people in over 16 months.
I currently work at The Gargoyle Theatre,
a new theatrical venue that will premiere new
works by local playwrights. I have always
wanted to work at a theatre, but I question
whether or not we will sell out seats, whether
people will be comfortable sitting and watching a show now.
The Winnipeg arts community is very sup-
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The lack of live arts events has been difficult during the COVID-19 pandemic, but not everyone is
in a rush to get back in the crowd.

portive. Although the theatre has yet to open,
patrons have expressed a lot of interest in the
space. Still, I wonder how many people will
choose to not attend the premieres because
they aren’t comfortable sitting in crowds.
Right now, it feels like there’s a fine line
between comfort and chaos. In some spaces, I
feel completely comfortable, and others make
me feel like I can’t breathe. I desperately want
to go back to a time where I could enjoy being crushed by a crowd while screaming the
words to the song being played.
The community I grew up in is not the
same. I want to raise a glass to an artist at a

gallery opening. I want to hug friends after a
show. I want to really immerse myself in the
community that I call home. But home isn’t
the same anymore. Soon, maybe it can be.
But while we readjust to life post-pandemic,
we need to be gentle with ourselves and accept
that things won’t happen overnight.
Rebecca Driedger is a freelance writer,
photographer and graphic designer. She
currently works at The Gargoyle Theatre as
the venue technician and media coordinator. When she isn’t working or freelancing,
she is cuddling her three-legged cat, Link.
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HOROSCOPES

Sparks fly on Thursday, October 28, as love planet Venus
connects with lucky Jupiter at 3:15 P.M. We’re indulging in
daydreams and seeing how far they’ll take us. It’s a social and
opulent moment.

Welcome to Scorpio season!

SOURCE: ASTROLOGY.COM

ARIES

TAURUS

Increased activity at work or school offers
you welcomed relief from personal woes.

There’s a real freedom in letting other people take control. Enjoy letting go now.

VIRGO

LIBRA

Proof of your progress arrives. You’re closer to the finish line than you thought.

Things come to an impasse today and you’ll
have to make a quick decision about work.

SAGITTARIUS
Get going on a new goal today -- the timing is perfect and the energy will be there.

CAPRICORN
Shake loose any doubts today. There’s nothing you need to worry about, so stop it!

How do I interpret my
horoscope?
Since horoscopes are designed to be
general and not personal, when reading a
horoscope, one must take the energies at
play as guidance and not something that is
set in stone.

Where do I start?
When it comes to horoscopes, you should
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MORNING
BREATH

2PM

DEPARTMENT 13
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11PM
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were born. Your rising sign represents
your physical body and outward style. To
find out your rising sign, you must know
the exact time you were born. Once you
know the time you were born, you can visit
astro.cafeastrology.com/natal.php and fill
in your information to see your birth chart.
The sign, ruler of, and aspects to the
ascendant are incredibly important. Planets
near the ascendant are particularly so, as
they can deftly texture our appearance,

FANTASTIC
FRIDAY

CANQUEER

World - Island music

PISCES
Too much excess can cloud your judgment.
Don’t let frivolous things turn your head.

personality, and how we come across to
others. Without an accurate birth time,
however, it becomes very hard to know the
position of the ascendant.
The ascendant is the quickest changing
point in the chart, moving much faster than
either the sun or moon, making it a highly
personal astrological point in your chart.
The sign of the ascendant cements the
chart into being.
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You’ll have to do all your homework if you
want to make a good impression today.

Summarize your goals for those who support
you and they’ll give you an energy boost.
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GROUNDSWELL
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Rising sign (also known as your
Ascendant) is your social personality.
Basically, it’s the sign that was rising
on the Eastern horizon the moment you
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What is a rising sign and how
do I find out what mine is?
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start reading the horoscope for your rising
sign since those predictions will most likely
be more accurate than your sun sign.

Slow down! If you keep going at this pace,
you will miss out on some exciting stuff.
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CANCER

Step back to avoid picking up negative energy from the dramas unfolding around you.

LEO
Communication plays a major role in your
success today. Do not screen your calls!
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Some programs are on
hiatus and/or airing different
content due to university
closure for COVID-19.
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COMIC BY HELY SCHUMANN

COMIC BY TALIA STEELE

ST__TALLICA

GET
PUBLISHED!
The Uniter is seeking volunteer
writers, illustrators and
photographers.
You don’t need experience, just
a desire to tell stories!
For more information, email Holly at
volunteer@uniter.ca.

